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ABSTRACT
While cooler giant planets are often observed with nonzero eccentricities, the short-period circular
orbits of hot Jupiters suggest that they lose orbital energy and angular momentum due to tidal inter-
actions with their host stars. However, orbital decay has never been unambiguously observed. We use
data from Gaia Data Release 2 to show that hot Jupiter host stars have a smaller Galactic velocity
dispersion than a similar population of stars without hot Jupiters. Since Galactic velocity dispersion is
correlated with age, this observation implies that the population of hot Jupiter host stars is on average
younger than the field population. The best explanation for this inference is that tidal interactions
cause hot Jupiters to inspiral while their host stars are on the main sequence. This observation requires
that the typical modified stellar tidal quality factor Q′∗ for solar-type stars is in the range log10Q
′
∗ . 7.
Keywords: Exoplanets (498) — Exoplanet dynamics (490) — Exoplanet evolution (491) — Exoplanet
systems (484) — Exoplanet tides (497) — Hot Jupiters (753) — Stellar ages (1581) —
Stellar kinematics (1608) — Tidal interaction (1699)
1. INTRODUCTION
The apparent longevity of hot Jupiters is one of the
original problems raised by the discovery of 51 Peg b
(e.g., Mayor & Queloz 1995; Rasio et al. 1996). When
compared with the wide range of eccentricities observed
in longer-period giant planet systems, the circular orbits
of hot Jupiters show that tidal interactions are impor-
tant at short periods (e.g., Rasio & Ford 1996; Jackson
et al. 2008). While most hot Jupiters are formally un-
stable to tidal decay (Levrard et al. 2009), the inspiral
timescales could be longer than the main sequence life-
times of their host stars. As a consequence, it is un-
certain whether or not hot Jupiters survive the main
sequence.
Many groups have searched for direct evidence of tidal
decay in individual systems as a secularly decreasing
period. However, no studies have found unambiguous
evidence of tidal inspiral (e.g., Maciejewski et al. 2016;
Corresponding author: Jacob H. Hamer
jhamer3@jhu.edu
kschlaufman@jhu.edu
Patra et al. 2017; Wilkins et al. 2017; Maciejewski et al.
2018; Bouma et al. 2019). In most hot Jupiter systems,
no departure from a linear ephemeris has been observed
(e.g., HAT-P-23, KELT-1, KELT-16, WASP-28, WASP-
33 and WASP-103). In this case, only weak upper limits
on the dissipation efficiencies can be derived. On the
other hand, while departures from linear ephemerides
have been observed in the WASP-12 and WASP-4 sys-
tems, explanations other than a secularly decreasing pe-
riod due to tidal dissipation have not been conclusively
ruled out.
Other groups have used the ensemble properties of hot
Jupiter systems to search for indirect evidence of tidal
decay. For example, it has been argued that the semi-
major axis distribution of close-in giant planets shows
evidence of sculpting by tidal decay (e.g., Jackson et al.
2009). In addition, in systems in which hot Jupiters
experience orbital decay, the angular momenta of their
orbits should be transferred to the rotational angular
momenta of their host stars. McQuillan et al. (2013)
observed a dearth of close-in giant planets around fast-
rotating stars, which Teitler & Ko¨nigl (2014) attributed
to this effect. Moreover, Schlaufman & Winn (2013)
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2showed that hot Jupiters disappear by the time their
host stars evolve off of the main sequence.
The tidal spin-up of hot Jupiter host stars would rep-
resent an observable signal of tidal interaction. Pont
(2009) used rotation periods derived from rotational
broadening and photometric variability to show that
tidal spin-up can explain the excess rotation of some
stars hosting hot Jupiters. Excess rotation in transiting
planet systems was also found by Schlaufman (2010) in
a search for evidence of spin-orbit misalignment. Simi-
larly, Maxted et al. (2015) showed that at least in some
systems with transiting planets, tidal spin-up can ex-
plain the observation that gyrochronological age esti-
mates are systematically younger than isochronal age
estimates.
Despite all of this progress, the effort to understand
the physics of tidal dissipation in hot Jupiter systems
has been held back by the difficulty of estimating ro-
bust ages for hot Jupiter host stars. Indeed, the esti-
mation of a precise age for an isolated field star is one
of the most challenging inferences in astronomy (e.g.,
Soderblom 2010). While calculating accurate and pre-
cise absolute ages is still a challenge, important progress
could be made with precise relative ages. Because it is
well established that the Galactic velocity dispersion of
a stellar population is correlated with its age (e.g., Bin-
ney et al. 2000), comparisons of velocity dispersions re-
veal relative ages. If tidal dissipation is efficient and hot
Jupiters are tidally destroyed while their host stars are
on the main sequence, then hot Jupiter hosts must be
younger than similar field stars. Alternatively, if tidal
dissipation is inefficient and hot Jupiters survive until
their host stars become subgiants, then hot Jupiter hosts
and field stars should have similar age distributions.
For the first time, Gaia Data Release 2 (Gaia-DR2)
(Lindegren et al. 2018; Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016,
2018a,b) has provided the necessary data to compare
the ages of hot Jupiter and non-hot Jupiter host stars.
In this paper, we compare the Galactic velocity disper-
sion of main sequence hot Jupiter host stars to that
of a matched sample of field main sequence stars. We
find that hot Jupiter hosts are kinematically colder and
therefore younger than the matched sample of field stars.
For that reason, hot Jupiter hosts are a preferentially
young population, and tidal dissipation is therefore ef-
ficient enough to destroy hot Jupiters while their hosts
are on the main sequence. We find that only values of
the modified stellar tidal quality factor log10Q
′
∗ . 7 are
consistent with the data. This is the first unambigu-
ous evidence of the inspiral of hot Jupiters due to tidal
dissipation during the main sequence lifetimes of their
hosts. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we describe the creation of both our hot Jupiter host and
field star samples. In Section 3, we describe our meth-
ods to make a robust comparison between the velocity
dispersions of the hot Jupiter host and field star sam-
ples. In Section 4, we derive a limit on Q′∗ and compare
our constraint to previous measurements. We conclude
in Section 5.
2. DATA
We obtain our list of hot Jupiter hosts from the NASA
Exoplanet Archive. We select hot Jupiters according to
the fiducial definition of Wright et al. (2012): planets
with orbital period P < 10 days and minimum mass
Mp sin i > 0.1 MJup. We query SIMBAD for each hot
Jupiter host’s Gaia DR2 designation. For objects with-
out a radial velocity from the NASA Exoplanet Archive,
we use the Gaia-DR2 radial velocity (Katz et al. 2019).
We construct our sample of field stars without hot
Jupiters by querying Gaia DR2 for objects with the
full five-parameter astrometric solution and a radial ve-
locity. While there may be undetected hot Jupiters
around stars in our field sample, the low occurrence of
hot Jupiters limits this possible contamination to about
1% (e.g., Wright et al. 2012; Santerne et al. 2016; Zhou
et al. 2019). To ensure that both of our samples have
reliable astrometry and radial velocities, we impose the
quality cuts discussed in the Appendix. We obtain the
distances to our hot Jupiter host stars and field stars
from Bailer-Jones et al. (2018). We use these distances
when deriving absolute magnitudes, calculating extinc-
tion and reddening, and computing space velocities. Be-
cause of the quality cuts, the median change in distance
between inverted parallaxes and using the Bailer-Jones
et al. (2018) distances is less than 1%.
3. ANALYSIS
After selecting stars for our hot Jupiter host and field
star samples, we need to reject evolved stars. To do
so, we model a solar metallicity zero-age main sequence
sample using Gaia-DR2-confirmed Pleiades members
(Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018a). We apply quality
cuts to the Pleiades sample that are similar to those
that we use in the construction of our field star sam-
ple. After the application of the quality cuts, we also
remove the known white dwarf EGGR 25 (Gaia-DR2
66697547870378368). We convert from the apparent
Gaia DR2 G magnitude to an absolute G-band magni-
tude MG using the optimized parallax values for each in-
dividual member from Gaia Collaboration et al. (2018a).
We correct for extinction and reddening using the sin-
gle value of extinction E(B − V ) = 0.045 given in
Table 2 of Gaia Collaboration et al. (2018a) and the
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Figure 1. Members of the Pleiades in Gaia Data Release
2 from Gaia Collaboration et al. (2018a) used to construct
a polynomial fit to the zero-age main-sequence. We first
fit a smoothing spline to these data and then fit an eighth-
order polynomial to the densely sampled points on the spline
(shown here in black). We use the spline fit to the main
sequence to exclude all stars more than one G magnitude
above the main sequence from both the hot Jupiter host and
control samples.
mean extinction coefficients from Casagrande & Van-
denBerg (2018). We then fit a smoothing spline to the
Pleiades data in the (GBP−GRP)0–MG0 plane and next
fit an eighth-order polynomial to the densely sampled
smoothing spline. Sorted by increasing order, the coef-
ficients of the polynomial are ai = (1.07857, 6.23258,
−10.85944, 21.65561, −20.27879, 9.78665, −2.52543,
0.33004, −0.0170556). We plot in Figure 1 both the
stars used to construct the fit and the smoothing spline
itself.
To accurately limit our sample to the main sequence,
we also need to account for reddening and extinction.
We calculate individual line-of-sight reddening values for
each star by interpolating the three-dimensional redden-
ing map from Capitanio et al. (2017). For each star, we
integrate the interpolated grid along the line of sight
to calculate a total E(B − V ) reddening. We convert
E(B − V ) to Gaia reddening E(GBP − GRP) and ex-
tinction AG, using the mean extinction coefficients from
Casagrande & VandenBerg (2018).
After we account for extinction and reddening in both
the hot Jupiter host and field star samples, we limit
both samples to objects that lie less than one magni-
tude above the Pleiades main sequence relation. This
results in a sample of 338 main sequence hot Jupiter
host stars and 385,036 main sequence field stars. We
Table 1. Main Sequence hot Jupiter Hosts with
Good Astrometry
Exoplanet Archive Name SIMBAD Name
WASP-136 WASP-136
KELT-1 KELT-1
HATS-34 HATS-34
WASP-96 WASP-96
WASP-44 WASP-44
WASP-32 WASP-32
WASP-158 TYC 5264-1048-1
Qatar-4 Qatar 4
WASP-1 WASP-1
WASP-45 WASP-45
Note—Table 1 is ordered by right ascension
and is published in its entirety in the machine-
readable format.
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Figure 2. Hot Jupiter host and field star samples. We plot
hot Jupiter hosts as black points and the density of stars
in the field star sample as the background color map. We
indicate the main sequence spline fit used to remove evolved
stars as the orange line.
show the resulting hot Jupiter host and field star sam-
ples in Figure 2. We provide in Table 1 the final sample
of main sequence hot Jupiter hosts that pass the astro-
metric quality cuts.
We use pyia1 to calculate the Galactic UVW space
velocities of the stars with respect to the local stan-
dard of rest (Price-Whelan 2018). On the main se-
1 https://zenodo.org/record/1275923#.XKdmXEMpDCI
4quence, more massive blue stars live short lives, whereas
less massive red stars live long lives. Therefore, we
divide the sample into F, G, and K dwarfs based on
their (GBP −GRP )0 color to ensure that any differences
in velocity dispersion are due to differences in relative
population age. We calculate the (GBP − GRP )0 col-
ors that correspond to F, G, and K stars by using the
Teff derived in Gaia-DR2 for stars within the Pleiades.
We use data from Pecaut & Mamajek (2013) to define
F, G, and K spectral types by their effective temper-
atures: F stars with 6000 K < Teff < 7500 K have
0.438 < (GBP − GRP )0 < 0.742, G stars with 5340 K
< Teff < 6000 K have 0.742 < (GBP − GRP )0 < 1.00,
and K stars with 3940 K < Teff < 5340 K have 1.00 <
(GBP −GRP )0 < 2.02. We then model the UVW veloc-
ity distributions as Gaussians and represent these Gaus-
sian distributions with ellipses in Figure 3. We find that
hot Jupiter host stars have a colder velocity dispersion
than the field star sample in each subsample, suggesting
that they are a younger population.
To verify that our calculation in Figure 3 is not af-
fected by any other characteristics correlated with hot
Jupiter occurrence, we perform a Monte Carlo simula-
tion. Since hot Jupiter occurrence is correlated with
stellar metallicity (e.g., Santos et al. 2004; Fischer &
Valenti 2005), it is important to ensure a matched pro-
portion of thin/thick disk stars in the control sample.
Metal-poor stars are more likely to be members of the
thick disk, whereas metal-rich stars are more likely to
be members of the thin disk. Because height above
or below the Milky Way midplane z is related to age,
metallicity, and/or thin/thick disk membership, match-
ing on the easily calculated z distribution accounts for
possible correlations of hot Jupiter occurrence with age,
metallicity, and thin/disk membership. On each itera-
tion, we select a subsample of the field star sample that
is matched in its z distribution to the hot Jupiter host
sample.
Since it is still important to maintain similar color
distributions in the hot Jupiter host and z-matched field
star sample, on each iteration we construct a z- and
color-matched control sample by selecting 338 stars from
the z-matched sample such that every hot Jupiter host
is accounted for by a star in the control sample within
0.025 mag in (GBP−GRP )0. The result is a single Monte
Carlo control sample that is matched as well as possible
to the hot Jupiter host sample. For each of these Monte
Carlo iterations, we calculate the mean UVW velocity
and then calculate the UVW velocity dispersion
1
N
∑[
(Ui − U)2 + (Vi − V )2 + (Wi −W )2
]1/2
. (1)
We plot the result of this Monte Carlo simulation in the
top panel of Figure 4.
We find that the sample of hot Jupiter host stars has
a velocity dispersion significantly colder than that of the
matched Monte Carlo samples of field stars. The prob-
ability that the hot Jupiter host velocities were drawn
from the same parent distribution as the field star sam-
ple is less than one in 40,000 (or more than 4σ). We are
limited in terms of the number of Monte Carlo iterations
that can be computed, so the significance could exceed
4σ. The sample of hot Jupiter hosts must therefore be
systematically younger than a matched field star popu-
lation. We argue that the only tenable explanation for
this observation is that hot Jupiters lose orbital energy
due to tidal dissipation and inspiral to their destruction
while their host stars are on the main sequence.
We verify our interpretation of this result by making
a similar comparison between the hosts of longer-period
giant planets and an equivalent field star sample. If the
cold velocity dispersion of the hot Jupiter host sample
is a result of the tidal destruction of hot Jupiters while
their host stars are on the main sequence, then main se-
quence stars that host longer-period giant planets should
have kinematics consistent with those of the field star
sample. On the other hand, if the hot Jupiter host sam-
ple was biased toward young stars as a result of the
combination of a possible age–metallicity relationship
and the well-known connection between host star metal-
licity and giant planet occurrence, then the hot Jupiter
and longer-period giant planet host samples should both
have cold velocity dispersions. It should be noted that
recent studies find no evidence for an age–metallicity re-
lationship in the thin disk (e.g., Casagrande et al. 2011;
Bensby et al. 2014; Silva Aguirre et al. 2018). We con-
struct a sample of 367 longer-period giant planet hosts
with P > 10 days and Mp sin i > 0.1 MJup, by use of
the same process described in Section 2. We note that
the hot Jupiter and longer-period giant planet host sam-
ples are of similar size, and we use an equivalent field
star sample to carry out our Monte Carlo sampling as
previously described. The hot Jupiter host star, longer-
period Jupiter host star, and field star samples have
similar spatial distributions, so our kinematic compar-
isons should not be affected by any relationships be-
tween location in the galaxy and kinematics. As we
match our Monte Carlo control samples in their dis-
tribution relative to the Milky Way midplane, we con-
trol for known correlations between spatial distribution
and kinematics. We find that longer-period giant planet
hosts have kinematics indistinguishable from those of
the field stars. As a result, we conclude that the dif-
ference in velocity dispersion between the hot Jupiter
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Figure 3. Galactic velocity dispersions of hot Jupiter host and field star samples. From smallest to largest, the gray ellipses
are the 1-, 2-, and 3σ regions, and each ellipse is centered at the mean velocity of the field star sample. The blue contours
represent the same data for the hot Jupiter host star sample. We plot individual hot Jupiter hosts as blue points. The number
in each panel represents the number of hot Jupiter hosts of the given spectral type. The hot Jupiter hosts appear to have colder
kinematics, suggesting that they are on average younger than the field stars.
host stars and the matched samples of field stars is a
consequence of tidal dissipation.
4. DISCUSSION
The velocity dispersion of main sequence hot Jupiter
host stars is significantly colder than that of an equiv-
alent sample of field stars. Since there is no reason to
believe that hot Jupiter formation is favored in a popu-
lation with low velocity dispersion (e.g., McTier & Kip-
ping 2019), this indicates that hot Jupiter hosts are on
average younger than similar field stars. The impli-
cation is that hot Jupiters are a transient population
that experience rapid inspiral and tidal disruption dur-
ing the main sequence lifetimes of their host stars. This
is the first unambiguous evidence of the destruction of
hot Jupiters during the main sequence lifetimes of their
host stars.
Although we argue that our observation is definitive,
other authors have reached similar conclusions based
on other methods. Jackson et al. (2009) argued that
the semimajor axis distribution of close-in giant plan-
ets showed evidence of sculpting by tides, but that ap-
proach required assumptions about the unknown initial
period and mass distribution of hot Jupiters. McQuil-
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Figure 4. Velocity dispersion distribution of the matched control samples (blue histograms) compared to the velocity dispersion
of our exoplanet host samples (orange vertical lines). The black vertical lines show the (2nd, 16th, 50th, 84th, and 98th)
percentiles of the Monte Carlo samples. Top: the velocity dispersion of the hot Jupiter host sample. Less than one in 40,000
Monte Carlo samples has a velocity dispersion as small as that of the hot Jupiter host sample. In other words, the hot Jupiter
hosts are significantly kinematically colder than similar non-hot Jupiter host stars. Bottom: the velocity dispersion of the longer-
period giant planet host sample. The longer-period giant planet hosts have a velocity dispersion that is fully consistent with that
of the field star sample. If the smaller velocity dispersion of hot Jupiter hosts in the top panel was unrelated to tidal dissipation,
then this sample of longer-period planets would exhibit a similarly small velocity dispersion. The only explanation for this
observation is that hot Jupiter hosts are on average a younger population than non-hot Jupiter host stars. The implication is
that hot Jupiter orbits decay due to tidal dissipation and that these planets are destroyed before their hosts evolve off of the
main sequence.
7lan et al. (2013) observed a dearth of close-in planets
around fast-rotating stars in the Q1-Q6 Kepler Object
of Interest list (Batalha et al. 2013), which Teitler &
Ko¨nigl (2014) attributed to stellar tidal spin-up by in-
spiraling planets. In support of the robustness of their
observation, McQuillan et al. (2013) argued that the in-
frequency of close-in planets around fast rotators cannot
be linked to the increased photometric variability typi-
cal of these stars because long-period planets that were
potentially more difficult to detect were observed. This
argument does not account for the fact that the prod-
uct of planet occurrence and transit probability goes up
in this range in orbital period (e.g., Fressin et al. 2013;
Hsu et al. 2019). Additionally, many fast-rotating stars
in the Kepler field will be in short-period nontransiting
binary systems that cannot host short-period planets.
Furthermore, the short periods of close-in planets indi-
cate that planet and activity signals are not well sep-
arated in frequency, hindering the detection of close-in
planets around fast-rotating stars. Finally, fast-rotating
stars, either young or massive, will have large radii,
which make it difficult to discover transiting planets.
Having established that hot Jupiters inspiral while
their hosts are on the main sequence, our goal now is
to more precisely quantify this effect. The semimajor
axis evolution of a circularized orbit is driven by dissi-
pation inside the primary (e.g., Rasio et al. 1996; Mat-
sumura et al. 2010). The dissipation efficiency inside
of the primary is usually characterized by the modified
stellar tidal quality factor Q′∗, a parameter that is ap-
proximately the reciprocal of the ratio of the amount
of energy stored in the tidal disturbance to the amount
of energy dissipated over one cycle. Tidal dissipation is
highly nonlinear and depends on star and planet mass,
the system orbital period, and detailed models of the
interior structures of both star and planet. Therefore,
there is significant uncertainty regarding the efficiency
of tidal dissipation, despite decades of theoretical work.
Different models for these detailed processes indicate
that Q′∗ can vary by three orders of magnitude. There
are two components to the tidal disturbance: dynami-
cal tides and equilibrium tides. Dynamical tides refer to
both the excitation of inertial waves in convective zones
restored by the Coriolis force and to internal gravity
waves in the stably stratified radiative zone restored by
gravity. The dissipation of inertial waves can produce
log10Q
′
∗ ∼ 6, but they are not expected to operate in
most hot Jupiter systems because their tidal forcing fre-
quencies usually do not satisfy |ω| < 2Ω∗, where ω is
the tidal forcing frequency and Ω∗ is the stellar spin fre-
quency (e.g., Ogilvie & Lin 2004; Ogilvie 2009). Internal
gravity waves can produce log10Q
′
∗ ∼ 5 for hot Jupiters
in the nonlinear regime with Mp & 3 MJup (e.g., Barker
& Ogilvie 2010), but these planets are rare in our sample
and in general (e.g., Cumming et al. 2008). Simulations
predict Q′∗ in the range 5 . log10Q′∗ . 6 for planets
with Mp & 0.5 MJup and P . 2 days in the weakly
nonlinear regime, but only 10% of our sample is in this
part of parameter space (e.g., Essick & Weinberg 2016).
The expectation is therefore that most of the tidal dis-
sipation in our hot Jupiter host sample is likely dom-
inated by the equilibrium tide. The term equilibrium
tides refers to tidally induced large scale velocity flows
in a body. Most hot Jupiter hosts have convective en-
velopes, so in this case the tidal energy is dissipated by
convective turbulence (e.g., Zahn 1977; Hut 1981; Eggle-
ton et al. 1998). Penev & Sasselov (2011) numerically
modeled this process and found that 8 . log10Q′∗ . 9.
Given the complexity of tidal dissipation, observa-
tional constraints on its efficiency are important. On
an observational basis, we determine the range of Q′∗
that would cause the inspiral of hot Jupiters in our
sample during the main sequence lifetimes of their host
stars. We focus on hot Jupiter systems with homoge-
neously determined stellar parameters. We use both the
SWEET-Cat (Santos et al. 2013; Andreasen et al. 2017;
Sousa et al. 2018) catalog and the catalogs of Brewer
et al. (2016) and Brewer & Fischer (2018).
We first need to estimate the main sequence lifetime
of each hot Jupiter host star in our sample, and we do
so using the scaling relation
tMS,∗
tMS,
=
(
M∗
M
)−2.5
. (2)
To estimate the radius of each star R∗ in the SWEET-
Cat subsample, we use the polynomial fit from Torres
et al. (2010):
logR∗ = b1 + b2X + b3X2 + b4X3 + b5(log g)2+
b6(log g)
3 + b7[Fe/H],
(3)
where X = log Teff − 4.1 and bi = (2.4427, 0.6679,
0.1771, 0.705, −0.21415, 0.02306, 0.04173). We use
the Brewer et al. (2016) and Brewer & Fischer (2018)
isochrone-derived values for R∗. It has been shown that
a reasonable approximation for the inspiral time tin is
tin = (2/13)ta, where ta = a/a˙ is defined as follows (e.g.,
Barker & Ogilvie 2009; Lai 2012):
tin =
2
13
ta =
2
13
2Q′∗
9
M∗
Mp
(
a
R∗
)5
P
2pi
. (4)
Finally, we solve Equation (4) for Q′∗, assuming tin =
tMS to obtain an upper limit on Q
′
∗ for each system
Q′∗ < tMS
117
4
Mp
M∗
(
R∗
a
)5
2pi
P
. (5)
8Assuming the full main sequence lifetime is conserva-
tive. It is a reasonable assumption, however, because a
star’s radius grows on the main sequence, and the tidal
decay timescale is a strong function of that radius. We
therefore argue that decay will most likely occur close to
the end of a star’s main sequence lifetime. We plot the
results of this calculation in Figure 5. Because we use
a population-level approach, we can only provide con-
straints based on the typical system within our sample.
We estimate Q′∗ in our typical hot Jupiter system by cal-
culating the median Q′∗ among the systems with periods
that fall within the 16th and 84th period percentiles. Be-
cause our sample is dominated by transit-detected hot
Jupiters, our estimate is only valid within the period
range 2 days . P . 5 days. We find that the destruc-
tion of hot Jupiters before the end of their host’s main
sequence lifetime requires log10Q
′
∗ < 5.95
+0.98
−0.83 when
using spectroscopic stellar parameters from SWEET-
Cat. When using spectroscopic stellar parameters from
Brewer et al. (2016) and Brewer & Fischer (2018), we
find log10Q
′
∗ < 6.48
+0.57
−0.52.
One may be concerned that our result is not evidence
of the tidal destruction of hot Jupiters but, rather, a
consequence of a bias toward observing systems early in
their tidal evolution when orbital decay is slowest. We
investigate whether this is so by comparing to the field
sample the velocity dispersions of hot Jupiter host star
subsamples partitioned by relative inspiral time. As-
suming log10Q
′
∗ = 6, we calculate the inspiral time for
every hot Jupiter system in the SWEET-Cat catalog by
use of Equation 4. We divide this sample in half ac-
cording to inspiral time, and we repeat the Monte Carlo
experiment described in Section 3 for each half. We
find that the velocity dispersion of both subsamples is
smaller than that of the field, with similar statistical
significances noted. This supports our interpretation of
the colder kinematics of hot Jupiter hosts serving as ev-
idence for the tidal destruction of hot Jupiters.
Our inferred value of Q′∗ agrees with estimates pro-
duced by searches for secularly decreasing orbital pe-
riods in the most extreme hot Jupiter systems. Most
of these analyses have found period derivatives P˙ con-
sistent with zero, producing lower limits on the order of
log10Q
′
∗ & 5−6 (e.g., Hoyer et al. 2016; Jiang et al. 2016;
Wilkins et al. 2017; Maciejewski et al. 2018). Maciejew-
ski et al. (2018) and Bouma et al. (2019) have observed
departures from a linear ephemeris in the WASP-12 and
WASP-4 systems. If associated with tidal decay, these
observations require Q′∗ = (1.82±0.32)×105 for WASP-
12 and Q′∗ = (2.9 ± 0.3) × 104 for WASP-4. These Q′∗
are consistent with our upper limits.
Table 2. Empirical Constraints on Q′∗
Literature Source Q′∗
Meibom & Mathieu (2005) log10Q
′
∗ ∼ 5.5
Jackson et al. (2008) log10Q
′
∗ ∼ 5.5
Penev et al. (2012) log10Q
′
∗ > 7
Husnoo et al. (2012) log10Q
′
∗ ∼ 6.5
Hansen (2012) 7 < log10Q
′
∗ < 9
Milliman et al. (2014) log10Q
′
∗ ∼ 5.5
Bonomo et al. (2017) log10Q
′
∗ & 6− 7
Penev et al. (2018) 5 . log10Q′∗ . 7
Collier Cameron & Jardine (2018) log10Q
′
∗ = 8.3± 0.14
Labadie-Bartz et al. (2019) log10Q
′
∗ ∼ 6.2
Table 2. Empirical constraints on the value of Q′∗ from the
literature.
Our upper limit on Q′∗ is in agreement with most of
the existing indirect, empirical estimates of Q′∗ as well.
In Table 2 we present some constraints on Q′∗ that cur-
rently exist in the literature. The constraints on Q′∗ in
Table 2 relied on precise ages for individual hot Jupiter
hosts (Jackson et al. 2008; Bonomo et al. 2017; Penev
et al. 2018; Labadie-Bartz et al. 2019), were derived
from stellar binaries (Meibom & Mathieu 2005; Milli-
man et al. 2014), or made assumptions about the initial
period distribution of hot Jupiters (Collier Cameron &
Jardine 2018). Our result makes no such assumptions.
Specifically, Collier Cameron & Jardine (2018) note that
their estimate relies on the assumption of a uniform dis-
tribution in logP , as was inferred from early Doppler
surveys (e.g., Udry & Santos 2007). However, a more
recent analysis of confirmed transiting giant planets in
the Kepler field does not support a uniform distribu-
tion in logP (Santerne et al. 2016). Because transit
surveys can search orders of magnitude more stars for
hot Jupiters than can Doppler surveys, the period dis-
tribution inferred from long-duration transit surveys is
a better approximation of the true period distribution.
Similarly, analyses that rely on precise host star ages
are hindered by the fact that isochronal ages for main
sequence stars typically have uncertainties larger than
20% (e.g., Soderblom 2010). In addition, estimates of
Q′∗ derived from stellar binaries may be biased because
there is evidence that the value of Q′∗ depends on the
mass of the secondary (e.g., Barker & Ogilvie 2010;
Ogilvie 2014). Finally, while the limits on Q′∗ derived
by Hansen (2012) do not make these assumptions, the
analysis relies on systems with host stars near the tran-
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Figure 5. Maximum Q′∗ required for tidal decay during the main sequence. We use the formalism presented in Lai (2012) and
homogeneously derived spectroscopic stellar parameters from the literature to derive the limit on Q′∗. The vertical line shows
the median period of the Jupiter sample, whereas the gray rectangle spans the 16th to 84th percentiles of the sample period
distribution (approximately 2 days . P . 5 days). We calculate the maximum Q′∗ required for each system, and within this
period range where our velocity dispersion analysis applies, we calculate the (16,50,84) percentiles. For those systems in the
gray rectangle, the horizontal line is the median Q′∗ and the blue rectangle spans the 16th to 84th percentiles of the inferred
Q′∗ distribution. Left: using spectroscopic stellar parameters from the SWEET-Cat catalog of Santos et al. (2013), we find
log10Q
′
∗ < 5.95
+0.98
−0.83. Right: using spectroscopic stellar parameters from Brewer et al. (2016) and Brewer & Fischer (2018), we
find log10Q
′
∗ < 6.48
+0.57
−0.52. The two values are statistically indistinguishable.
sition between convective and radiative envelopes that
may have less efficient dissipation (Penev et al. 2018).
We have developed a model-independent method
which allows us to place constraints on the efficiency
of tidal dissipation while avoiding commonly made as-
sumptions. While there only existed sufficiently precise
astrometric data for a handful of hot Jupiter hosts be-
fore Gaia-DR2, it is now available for hundreds of hosts.
Our method can be applied to other questions related
to tidal dissipation, all of which would traditionally rely
on assumptions like those above.
It has been theorized that the efficiency of tidal dissi-
pation may depend on the amplitude of the tidal forc-
ing (e.g., Ogilvie 2009). We can test if this is true by
applying our method to ultra-short-period (USP) plan-
ets, whose masses are two orders of magnitude lower
than those of hot Jupiters (Sanchis-Ojeda et al. 2014).
If Q′∗ is independent of secondary mass in the planet
mass regime, then our observation of orbital decay in
hot Jupiters requires tidal decay in USP planets as well.
If we fail to detect a similar signal in USP planet hosts,
then this would be an indication that Q′∗ does depend
on period or secondary mass.
The apparent increased incidence of significant stellar
obliquities in hot Jupiter systems with a massive/hot
primary may be connected to less efficient dissipation in
massive stars, which have less mass in their convective
envelopes (Schlaufman 2010; Winn et al. 2010; Albrecht
et al. 2012). Our method provides a way to investi-
gate the efficiency of obliquity damping in hot Jupiter
systems with massive/hot star primaries. If the align-
ment process is less efficient in systems with massive/hot
host stars, then aligned systems observed around mas-
sive/hot stars should be on average older than mis-
aligned systems.
5. CONCLUSION
The stability of hot Jupiters against inspiral due to
tidal dissipation has been a long-standing topic of dis-
cussion in the field of exoplanets. Using their Galac-
tic velocity dispersion, we show that main sequence
hot Jupiter host stars are preferentially younger than
a matched sample of field stars. We confirm that this
signal is due to tidal dissipation by showing that it dis-
appears for stars hosting longer-period giant planets.
This is unambiguous observational evidence for the tidal
destruction of hot Jupiters during the main sequence
lifetimes of their host stars. Our inference is indepen-
dent of the unobserved initial period distribution of hot
Jupiters, precise individual host star ages, and the de-
tails of the physical processes behind tidal evolution.
Our observation requires that log10Q
′
∗ . 7 in the pe-
10
riod range 2 days . P . 5 days and the mass range 0.5
MJup .Mp . 2 MJup.
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APPENDIX
Lindegren et al. (2018) and Marchetti et al. (2018) suggest the following quality cuts to ensure reliable astrometry. We
apply them to our field star sample. Cuts 4 and 8 are cuts C.1 and C.2 of Lindegren et al. (2018), where u is the unit
weight error and E is the phot bp rp excess factor. Both cuts are related to problems that arise due to crowding.
Cut C.1 removes sources for which the single-star parallax model does not fit well, as two nearby objects are instead
mistaken for one object with a large parallax. Cut C.2 removes faint objects in crowded regions, for which there are
significant photometric errors in the GBP and GRP magnitudes. We also impose astrometric quality cuts 1-4 to the
hot Jupiter host sample. We do not apply cut 6 to the hot Jupiter host sample because it is known that the reflex
motion of giant planet host stars can result in excess noise in the astrometric fitting (Evans 2018). We do not apply
cut 7 to the hot Jupiter host sample because the hot Jupiter host radial velocities come from ground-based radial
velocities. We apply cuts 1, 5, and 8-10 to the Pleiades members confirmed by Gaia-DR2 when generating the main
sequence (GBP − GRP )–MG polynomial fit. Overall, these cuts are designed to produce a sample with high-quality
astrometry.
1. parallax over error > 10
2. −0.23 < mean varpi factor < 0.36
3. visibility periods used > 8
4. u < 1.2 ∗ MAX(1, exp (−0.2 ∗ phot g mean mag− 19.5))
5. astrometric gof al < 3
6. astrometric excess noise sig < 2
7. rv nb transits > 5
8. 1.0 + 0.0015 ∗ bp rp2 < E < 1.3 + 0.06 ∗ bp rp2
9. phot bp mean flux over error > 10
10. phot rp mean flux over error > 10
